BETTY BOOPS CHRISTMAS IN JULY HAWAIIAN NIGHT in OAHU, ACT
Last year we had hail, sleet and rain. This year it was just bloody cold
It never ceases to amaze me how hashers turn up week after week in just shorts and tee shirts when the
temperature is a measley one degree?????
Now, the mangey Scottish cricketer i can understand. His epidermal layer is designed to withstand the most
bracing of breezes coming from all four directions, but GREENFINGER has just spent the last 6 months in
Jakarta, and still fronts up in his skimpies. I just dont get it. Anyhow, GREENFINGER was invited to tell us
about the run and instead regaled us about the perils of Indonesian traffic. Now, to be fair, some hashers
didnt appreciate the topic, but those of us who did, were absolutely enthralled for the two minutes and
seventeen seconds that GREENFINGER took to relate his experiences. Oh and trail scored 2/10. It was
dark, cold, well marked, and kept the runners guessing.
CENTREFOLD then broke the traffic related spell and gave a lack lustre walk report along the lines of "left,
left, left, drink, left, home" 2/10
The drinkstop was an absolute delight, a simple heated Hawaiin punch (probably Jizz free) that warmed the
sub cockular regions of everyones hearts. Well everyone except EASY COME EASY GO and POPTART
who decided to take WEATHERDOG for walkies and missed the drink
stop completely.
V,V,Rs were: GREENFINGER, CENTREFOLD, TOYBOY, HIDDEN FLAGON and BETTY BOOP.
CHARGES: The guest RA, GREENFINGER attempted to unleash a hat charge and not surprisingly, it
rebounded.
WEATHERDOG was charged with losing WEATHERMAN. After a million runs MIXO still doesnt know when
the run actually starts.
GREENFINGER was charged for being early, E.C.E.G. was charged for getting GREENFINGER to hash to
early.
BETTY BOOP was charged for going to the wrong drink stop, with the Hawaiin punch (Jizz reduced) on her
own run !!!
The trouser wearing Hash soft cocks were outed: GREASENIPPLE and GERBILS. HF and BB were also
mentioned for Soft Cocking on.
POOSHOOTA was given the DUCKHEAD award for "Doing everything" including weeing in BBs front yard
(That will keep the cats away thanks)
POPTART complained about the lack of page numbers in the Hash carol book, which just goes to show that
charges at hash are anything but shallow misrepresentations of the truth.
GREASENIPPLE was charged with cooking babies at the Pizza kitchen he works at. (well that's the way i
interpreted that particular charge)
POOSHOOTA was charged for reducing the numbers attending hash by not providing GLORIOUS TUN
HIDDEN FLAGON was outed for training for the City to Surf and therefore Hash
The Hare was then charged for setting the run ?????
AND THEN, as if by devine intervention, a can of the Glorious TUN appeared and there was much rejoicing
in the hash. Morale improved.
POPTART recieved the Front running bastard award. HF and PS were charged for not bringing their awards.
CRUNCHY CRACK has now run 50 times with the Capital Hash. Huzzzah !!!
Note: Whilst every possible endeavour is made to verifiy the authenticity of every word of the
above "Report of proceedings", due to the slightly dodgey natures of some of the hashers attending
the evenings events, and therefore the origins of the text, no guarantees are given that the above
diatribe is anything more that a thin tissue of lies.
It is with much sadness that this Pulitzer prize winning notes writer informs you that CRACKERS has popped
off to hash Heaven.
CRACKERS was a good friend, always smiling, indefatiguable Eels sufferer, Pop music tragic and EX Grand
Master of the CAPITAL HASH.
GOD BLESS and REST IN PEACE mate. ON ON.

